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KEY POINTS

� The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in wide-ranging direct and indirect consequences for pa-
tients with ACS.

� A sudden, unexpected decline in hospitalizations for ACS and an increase in out-of-hospital deaths
coincided with the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic.

� ACS in patients with COVID-19 is associated with excess rates of adverse events, particularly when
medical intervention is delayed.

� During the COVID-19 pandemic, many patients with ACS have been required to undergo alternative
diagnostic and therapeutic strategies due to reorganization of health care resources.

� Studies to further elucidate the complex relationship between SARS-CoV-2 infection and myocar-
dial injury or infarction are required.
INTRODUCTION

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2) has resulted in the most significant
infectious disease outbreak and public health
emergency for a century. Declared a pandemic
by the World Health Organization in March 2020,
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has infected
millions and caused excess mortality and
morbidity across the world. Health care systems
have been required to restructure and adapt to
an entirely novel disease entity, while providing
routine and emergency care for existing illness.
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Patients with acute coronary syndrome (ACS)
provideonesuchexample inwhich thesechallenges
intersected (Fig. 1). The diagnosis and treatment of
acute myocardial infarction (MI) has attracted
much scientific attention during the COVID-19
pandemic by virtue of several critical issues:

1. An internationally observed reduction in hospi-
tal admission rates for ACS1,2

2. SARS-CoV-2 infection is associated with
myocardial injury,3 accentuated predominantly
in patients with underlying cardiometabolic
risk factors4
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Fig. 1. The direct and indirect effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on patient with acute coronary syndromes.
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3. There are perceived diagnostic challenges with
discrimination between COVID-19–related and
non–COVID-19–related myocardial injury and
infarction5

4. Health care system reorganization limited the
availability of ACS diagnostic tools and thera-
peutic strategies6

The present article addresses these challenges
and discusses findings of the International
COVID-ACS and UK-ReVasc registries, studies
unique in their scope and investigation of the direct
and indirect effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on
patients with ACS.
COVID-19 AND THE CARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEM: A CHANGING LANDSCAPE

It rapidly became apparent that the SARS-CoV-2
virus would have wide-reaching consequences
for patients with cardiovascular disease, because
such risk factor profiles were recognized to
portend an increased risk of hospitalization and
mortality after infection.7 Yet perhaps more unex-
pected was the sudden and unheralded decline
in cases of heart attack observed at the outset of
the COVID-19 pandemic. For example, in one of
the first such reports, De Filippo and colleagues
documented a 25% reduction in hospital admis-
sions for all ACS in Northern Italy.2 These data
that have since been replicated in larger and
more robust analyses that also show preponder-
ance for greater decreases in non–ST-elevation
acute coronary syndrome (NSTE-ACS) presenta-
tions.1,8 Moreover, increases in out-of-hospital
cardiac arrest and death at home when compared
with prepandemic periods were described, sug-
gesting that many patients were forgoing medical
attention.9,10

Where did all the heart attacks go? Viral respira-
tory infections are well recognized to increase the
risk of acute MI,11 so why was this not reflected in
greater hospital attendances during the initial
waves of the pandemic? Proposed theories
comprised: (1) a desire from patients to self-
manage symptoms at home (perhaps com-
pounded by societal pressures to quarantine), (2)
a reduction in activity levels that may provoke
MI, or (3) a fear of COVID-19 contagion in health
care settings.12

Against the backdrop of falling heart attack case
rates, a story of the complex interplay between
SARS-CoV-2 infection and cardiovascular disease
developed, fueled by rapid dissemination of
knowledge via social media platforms.13 Case se-
ries described spontaneous and excess micro-
thrombi and macrothrombi development in
multiple vascular beds,14 myocarditis
masquerading as ST-elevation myocardial infarc-
tion (STEMI),15 and elevated rates of myocardial
injury in patients with COVID-19 infection.16

However, the exact degree and frequency of
acute myocardial injury in patients with COVID-
19, and its relationship with the cardiovascular
system, has been difficult to accurately define. In
perhaps the most robust study to investigate its
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prevalence, Lala and colleagues reported acute
myocardial injury by means of cardiac troponin
elevation in 36% of 2736 patients hospitalized
with COVID-19.17 Elevated levels correlated with
disease severity, as troponin concentrations 3
times the upper reference limit were associated
with a 3-fold increased risk of mortality.17 Multiple
hypotheses have been presented for the direct
impact of SARS-CoV-2 on the cardiovascular sys-
tem, ranging from supply-demand mismatch-
mediated ischemia, intravascular thrombosis and
endotheliitis, systemic hypoxia, or direct viral insult
and injury—each a result of a systemic inflamma-
tory cascade as the SARS-CoV-2 viral spike pro-
tein binds to angiotensin-converting enzyme 2
receptors.18,19 Indeed, discrimination between
COVID-19–related and non–COVID-19–related
myocardial injury has been intensely debated
and acknowledged to present significant diag-
nostic and therapeutic uncertainty for frontline
clinicians.20

An important group comprises those patients
who present with ACS while concurrently infected
with COVID-19. Such cases were documented in
early observations to experience greater rates of
adverse outcomes.21 The worse clinical courses
may be explained by:

1. Direct pathophysiological consequences of
SARS-CoV-2 infection that may lead to an
increased propensity for plaque rupture and
thrombus propagation22 and/or,

2. Indirect patient and system-related factors that
created delay in receipt of timely medical care.

It became clear that descriptive and mecha-
nistic observational studies were required to better
understand this multifaceted disease process.

ACUTE CORONARY SYNDROME AND
CONCOMITANT COVID-19: THE
INTERNATIONAL COVID-ACS REGISTRY

The International COVID-ACS Registry was
designed to evaluate the characteristics and
outcomes of ACS patients with concurrent
COVID-19 infection.23 As it became clear that
this population represented a unique challenge,24

the study was established in March 2020 to eluci-
date potential mechanisms that may account for
the adverse outcomes observed.

The International COVID-ACS Registry has pro-
vided a pragmatic means of investigator-initiated
data collection via an online web-hosted portal.
Lead investigators were cognisant of increased
clinical demands, redeployed research personnel,
and redistributed funding streams during this
period. The criteria for study inclusion were as
follows: (1) COVID-19 positive (or high index suspi-
cion according to clinical status and chest imaging
findings25) and (2) invasive coronary angiography
undertaken for suspected ACS.

A consortium of international investigators
collected data from 144 STEMI and 121 NSTE-
ACS patients with concomitant COVID-19 infec-
tion. The key findings of the study were consistent
regardless of ACS subtype (Table 1).23 Compared
with pre-COVID-19 control cohorts taken from the
UK-based British Cardiovascular Intervention So-
ciety (BCIS) National PCI Audit,26 and English
data from the Myocardial Ischaemia National Audit
Project (MINAP) databases,27 COVID-19 positive
ACS patients had:
1. A greater burden of comorbidity
2. Longer delays seeking medical attention, and,

in the case of STEMI, less frequently received
timely reperfusion therapy

3. Higher rates of intensive care unit admission for
ventilatory and/or hemodynamic support

4. Greater adverse in-hospital clinical events,
including a more than doubling of cardiogenic
shock

5. A 4-fold increase of in-hospital mortality

These results have been replicated in similar
observational studies that have described in-
hospital mortality rates of 23% to 33% in COVID-
19 positive STEMI patients, and the predilection
for SARS-CoV-2 infection in ACS patients with
greater baseline comorbidities and of minority
ethnic background (Table 2).28,29 Furthermore,
elevated rates of unfavorable presenting charac-
teristics such as out-of-hospital cardiac arrest,
heart failure, and cardiogenic shock in COVID-
19–positive STEMI patients have consistently
been described in the literature.23,28–30

The principal mechanistic finding of the Interna-
tional COVID-ACS Registry was that time taken for
patients to render the hospital was prolonged
when compared with pre-COVID controls, and
that this was associated with poorer clinical out-
comes (symptom onset to admission: COVID-
STEMI vs controls: median 339.0 minutes vs
173.0 minutes; P < .001; COVID NSTE-ACS vs
controls: 417.0 minutes vs 295.0 minutes;
P 5 .012). In addition, a lengthening of door-to-
balloon time in the STEMI subgroup was also
observed (COVID-STEMI vs controls: median
83.0 minutes vs 37.0 minutes; P < .001). These de-
lays to reperfusion have also been noted in ana-
lyses of COVID-19–negative patients hospitalized
with STEMI,31,32 thereby suggesting that path-
ways and well-established systems of care strug-
gled to adapt to the obligatory organizational



Table 1
Summary of key findings from the International COVID-ACS registry

COVID-STEMI
(n 5 144)

Pre-COVID-19
STEMI Controls
(n 5 24,961)

COVID
NSTE-ACS
(n 5 121)

Pre-COVID NSTE-ACS
Controls (n 5 46,389)

Baseline Characteristics

Mean age, y (SD) 64 (13) 66 (13) 67 (13) 70 (13)

Male 78% 72% 79% 66%

Hypertension 65% 45% 68% 58%

Hyperlipidemia 46% 29% 63% 34%

Diabetes mellitus 34% 21% 39% 31%

Chronic kidney disease 10% 4% 20% 10%

Symptom onset to
admission, min (IQR)

339.0
(175.0–1481.5)

173.0
(107.0–387.0)

417.0
(157.0–
2904.0)

295.0 (130.0–1021.0)

Door-to-balloon time,
min (IQR)

83.0 (37.0–336.0) 37.0
(31.0–109.0)

- -

Postprocedure

ICU admission 46% NA 34% NA

Ventilation 21% 4% 12% 0.4%

Pressor support 27% 5% 19% 0.9%

Mechanical support
device

6% 3% 0.8% 0.6%

In-hospital outcomes

Death 23% 6% 7% 1%

Myocardial infarction 6% NA 4% NA

Stent thrombosis 1% NA 0% NA

Bleeding 3% 0.3% 3% 0.1%

Stroke 2% 0.1% 0.8% 0.1%

Cardiogenic shock 20% 9% 5% 1%

Length of hospital
stay, d (IQR)

6.5 (2.7–12.7) 3.0 (2.0–5.0) 6.9 (3.4–
18.4)

5.0 (3.0–8.0)

Pre-COVID-19 STEMI controls were taken from the British Cardiovascular Intervention Society 2018 to 2019 National Audit
database. Pre-COVID-19 NSTE-ACS controls were taken from the Myocardial Ischaemia National Audit Project 2019
database.

Abbreviations: IQR, interquartile range; NA, data not available; NSTE-ACS, non–ST-elevation acute coronary syndrome;
SD, standard deviation; STEMI, ST-elevation myocardial infarction.

Adapted from Kite TA, Ludman PF, Gale CP, et al. International Prospective Registry of Acute Coronary Syndromes in
Patients With COVID-19. J Am Coll Cardiol. 2021;77(20):2466-2476.
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changes, screening of patients, and preparation of
personnel in the catheter laboratory. Such insights
in STEMI patients, irrespective of COVID-19 sta-
tus, provide valuable information and add
credence to early hypotheses that deferment in
seeking and receiving medical care may, in part,
explain the excess mortality rates observed. Pub-
lic health communications that requested the pub-
lic “stay at home,” alongside a perceived fear of
COVID-19 contagion, appear to have impacted
patterns of health care–seeking behavior.
Studies to date have often focused on COVID-

19–positive patients with STEMI. The unique
scope of the International COVID-ACS registry
also afforded insights into patients with NSTE-
ACS who underwent an invasive strategy. A strik-
ing observation existed that magnitude increases
of cardiogenic shock and in-hospital mortality
compared with prepandemic controls were similar
across both COVID-19–positive ACS subgroups
(see Table 1). It is well-established that superior
outcomes after STEMI are driven by a time-
critical concept dependent on expeditious
mechanical reperfusion of an occluded coronary
artery. For NSTE-ACS, however, the underlying
pathophysiology differs and the association with



Table 2
Key characteristics and outcomes of COVID-19–positive ACS registry studies

Study Duration Design Size
Inclusion
Criteria

Comparator
Group

Treatment
Delays

Diabetes
Mellitus OHCA

Cardiogenic
Shock

In-Hospital
Mortality

Other Key
Findings

International
COVID-ACS
Registry

Kite et al,23

2021

March
2020 –
July
2020

Prospective,
multicenter,
international

144
STEMI,
121
NSTE-
ACS

Only if
underwent
invasive
angio-
graphy

Pre-COVID-19
BCIS and
MINAP
databases

Yes 36% STEMI:
9%

NSTE-
ACS:
1%

STEMI: 20%
NSTE-ACS:
5%

STEMI:23%
NSTE-ACS:

7%

� High
comorbidity
burden in
both ACS
subgroups

� Prolonged
length of
hospital
stay in
COVID-19
–positive
patients

NACMI
Registry

Garcia et al,28

2021

January
2020 –
December
2020

Prospective,
multicenter,
United
States
& Canada

230
STEMI

Invasive
angio-
graphy
and
medically
managed
patients

Historical
propensity-
matched
cohort
from
Midwest
STEMI
Consortium

Yes 46% 11% 18% 33% � COVID-19
–positive
patients
more likely
to be of
minority
ethnic
origin

� Lower
rate of
angio-
graphy in
COVID-19
–positive
patients

(continued on next page)
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Table 2
(continued )

Study Duration Design Size
Inclusion
Criteria

Comparator
Group

Treatment
Delays

Diabetes
Mellitus OHCA

Cardiogenic
Shock

In-Hospital
Mortality

Other Key
Findings

Spanish
Infarct
Code
Registry

Rodriguez-Leor
et al,30

2021

March
2020 –
April
2020

Retrospective,
multicenter,
Spain

91
STEMI

Invasive
angio-
graphy
and
medically
managed
patients

Contemporary
COVID-19–
negative
controls

No 23% 8% 10% 23% � COVID-19
–positive
patients
more
likely to
undergo
mechanical
thrombec-
tomy
and receive
GPIIb/IIIa
inhibitors

� COVID-19
–positive
patients
had higher
rates of in-
hospital
stent
thrombosis
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MINAP
registry

Rashid et al,29

2021

March
2020 –
May
2020

Retrospective,
multicenter,
England

153
STEMI,
311
NSTE-
ACS

Angiography
and
medically
managed
patients

Contemporary
COVID-19
negative
controls

Yes 38% Combined
STEMI/
NSTE-
ACS: 4%

Combined
STEMI/
NSTE-ACS:
10%

Combined
STEMI/
NSTE-ACS:
24%

� High
comorbidity
burden in
both ACS
subgroups

� COVID-19–
positive
patients
more likely
to be of
minority
ethnic
origin

� Lower
rate of
angio-
graphy in
COVID-19–
positive
patients

Abbreviations: ACS, acute coronary syndrome; BCIS, British Cardiovascular Intervention Society; MINAP, Myocardial Ischaemia National Audit Project; NACMI, North American COVID-19
Myocardial Infarction; NSTE-ACS, non–ST-elevation acute coronary syndrome; OHCA, out-of-hospital cardiac arrest; STEMI, ST-elevation myocardial infarction. D
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time from symptom onset to angiography (with or
without revascularization) is not nearly as strong
when compared with STEMI.33 Although limited
by a small number of events in the NSTE-ACS
group, acceptance that a median time difference
of approximately 2 hours until attendance at hos-
pital between COVID-19–positive NSTE-ACS and
pre–COVID-19 control patients would result in
such marked differences in outcome is initially
problematic. Although confounding factors could
be at play, in a cohort of patients who carry a
greater comorbidity burden (especially those with
concomitant COVID-19 in the COVID-ACS regis-
try),34 the direct effect of COVID-19 infection could
be playing a greater part in this ACS subgroup.
Worse outcomes in COVID-19–positive NSTE-
ACS patients have been associated with excess
thrombogenicity, comparable to reports in
COVID-19 positive STEMI cases.22 This concept
surely warrants further investigation.35
PERCUTANEOUS CORONARY INTERVENTION
IN PATIENTS TYPICALLY TREATED WITH
CORONARY ARTERY BYPASS GRAFTING: THE
UK-ReVasc REGISTRY

Beyond the direct effects of SARS-CoV-2 infection
on the global population, the COVID-19 pandemic
continues to indirectly impact on mortality and
morbidity. Specifically, health care system reorga-
nization, together with changes in patient and clini-
cian behavior, have resulted in restricted access to
previously established care pathways, with sug-
gestions that this has led to an increase in deaths
from cardiovascular disease.36

In particular, reduced availability of intensive
care unit support for procedures such as coronary
artery bypass grafting (CABG) and valvular surgery
resulted in an up to 80% reduction in cardiac sur-
gical activity during the first wave of the COVID-19
pandemic.37 In the United Kingdom, National
Health Service resources were largely reconfig-
ured to only provide care for emergency cases,
with clinicians requested to defer treatment for all
other patients in preparation for the expected
surge of patients with COVID-19 who would
require hospitalization and ventilatory support.38

The UK-ReVasc Registry was therefore estab-
lished as a prospective multicenter registry to
investigate the characteristics and outcomes of
patients with patterns of coronary artery disease
(CAD) that in ordinary circumstances would have
been deemed most suitable for CABG surgery,39

but who were instead treated with percutaneous
coronary intervention (PCI) because of
pandemic-enforced constraints on surgical activ-
ity and access to ventilators.40
The registry reported on 215 patients (75% of
whom presented with NSTE-ACS) from across
the UK and found in-hospital major adverse car-
diovascular events were no different when
compared with a conventional pre–COVID-19 all-
comer PCI population from the British Cardiovas-
cular Intervention Society (BCIS) National Audit
database, despite greater complexity of CAD
and a more comorbid population in the UK-
ReVasc Registry. Low rates of death, MI, stroke,
and unplanned revascularization in the registry
population persisted out to 30 days follow-up.
When compared with isolated CABG data from
the United Kingdom, in-hospital mortality was
similar, although lower rates of major bleeding
and shorter length of hospital stay were observed
in the UK-ReVasc Registry group.
To the best of our knowledge, the UK-ReVasc

Registry is the only prospective study that has
collected data on this specific and novel patient
cohort who were required to undergo an alterna-
tive mode of revascularization due to the impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic. It affords examination
of contemporary PCI techniques in a group of pa-
tients with high rates of multivessel disease (96%)
and left main stem disease (52%), that according
to international guidelines should primarily be
reserved for CABG.41

Even so, only short-term outcomes have been
reported and initial findings perhaps generate
more questions than answers. In a population
with anatomically complex CAD, does revascular-
ization with contemporary PCI techniques provide
comparable and durable longer-term results that
are comparable to CABG surgery? Have calcium
modification techniques and newer generation
drug-eluting stents evolved such that historical
revascularization trials require updating to best
inform current practice? Longer-term follow-up is
required, and ongoing, to inform these important
discussions.
DISCUSSION

As we enter the next stages of the COVID-19
pandemic, with decreasing rates of mortality
driven by improved therapeutics and mass vacci-
nation strategies, now seems an appropriate junc-
ture to reflect on the impact of this unprecedented
crisis. Focus must now shift away from COVID-19
itself and examine the consequences of the SARS-
CoV-2 virus on other areas of health service deliv-
ery and care.
Cardiovascular disease remains the leading

cause of morbidity and mortality globally and is
associated with 17.8 million deaths annually.42 Pa-
tients with cardiovascular disease have been one



This article focuses on the indirect and direct ef-
fects of the COVID-19 pandemic on the diag-
nosis, treatment, and outcomes of patients
with ACS. The following points should be
considered by care providers when approaching
this important patient population:

� In COVID-19–positive patients, discrimination
between ACS and acute myocardial injury is a
challenge. In hospitalized COVID-19 patients,
elevated cardiac enzymes occur in approxi-
mately one-third and portend an increased
risk of morbidity and mortality.
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of the hardest hit groups during the pandemic
period, directly because of SARS-CoV-2 predilec-
tion to cause severe infection and death in people
with such comorbidities, but also indirectly
because of restricted availability and access to
routine and urgent health care provision that is
recognized to improve clinical outcomes.6 These
2 effects are well illustrated by the International
COVID-ACS and UK-ReVasc registries.23,39

Governments and public health institutions
mandated their citizens to stay at home and
reduce social interaction to avoid contagion,
particularly those of older age and at high risk of
complications after SARS CoV-2 infection.43 Yet,
it is this group of individuals, in whom the cardio-
vascular disease is most prevalent,44 that will
have been disadvantaged the most from delays
in receiving timely diagnosis and treatment.45 For
instance, surges in mechanical complications after
ACS have been described during the pandemic,
with reports of ventricular septal and free wall
rupture,46,47 acute functional mitral regurgita-
tion,48 and cardiogenic shock not seen in such fre-
quency since before the establishment of primary
PCI networks.49

Perhaps the most noteworthy impact of the
pandemic has yet to be quantified. Concerns
regarding the provision of care for noncommuni-
cable diseases such as cardiovascular disease
and cancer have been raised, but arguably
overlooked because of the imminent threat of
COVID-19–positive patients overwhelming acute
hospitals. Although some patients were able to un-
dergo an alternative treatment strategy, many
have been left struggling to access timely and
appropriate health care. Analyses from electronic
health record and mortality in England estimate
that up to 100,000 excess deaths from indirect ef-
fects of the COVID-19 pandemic have occurred in
patients with cardiovascular disease, predomi-
nantly due to reduced supply of, and demand
for, cardiac services.50 Beyond this, we are only
beginning to see the repercussions of delayed
and suboptimal revascularization in patients with
ACS that will lead to larger infarct size, adverse
ventricular remodeling, heart failure, and
arrhythmias.51

Despite the immeasurable suffering caused by
COVID-19, it remains remarkable that in the face
of adversity health care systems and professionals
have remained resilient despite these unprece-
dented challenges. The 2 multicenter registries
presented in this report are examples of the clinical
and research communities collaborating to better
understand the implications of COVID-19 for pa-
tients with ACS. Despite the stark messages deliv-
ered, they highlight areas that require further focus
and investigation to ensure improved care for our
patients. Future concerted research initiatives,
support from national political leaders, and robust
public education campaigns are therefore required
to ameliorate the adverse direct and indirect
impact caused by the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic.

SUMMARY

The COVID-19 pandemic has proven a “double
threat” to patients with ACS. First, the complex
interplay of direct SARS-CoV-2 infection, diag-
nostic uncertainty in the acute setting, and time de-
lays to hospital in this population have contributed
to excess morbidity and mortality. Second, a shift
of attention and resource from established service
pathways to focus on the surges of COVID-19–pos-
itive patients requiring emergency care has
required modification of traditionally accepted
treatment approaches. Given recent acknowledg-
ment that SARS-CoV-2 endemicity is now inevi-
table,52 improved public health messaging and
adaptation of existing health care systems to pro-
vide optimal treatment to both COVID-19 and
non–COVID-19 patients is required. Future clinical
research initiatives to better understand the
COVID-19 and multiple mechanistic factors at
play in patients with ACS are essential.

TRIBUTE TO PROFESSOR TONY GERSHLICK

Finally, this article would be incomplete without re-
membrance of Professor Tony Gershlick, pioneer
interventional cardiologist, esteemed clinical tria-
list, revered mentor, and friend to many who died
of COVID-19 in November 2020. The chief investi-
gator of both the COVID-ACS and UK-ReVasc reg-
istry studies, Tony’s passion for research over a
long and distinguished career has resulted in a
remarkable impact on cardiovascular care in the
United Kingdom and beyond.

CLINICS CARE POINTS



� Patients with ACS are more likely to experi-
ence delays in receipt of timely care during
the COVID-19 pandemic because of changes
in health care–seeking behavior and care
pathway modifications.

� As compared with pre–COVID-19 cohorts,
STEMI and NSTE-ACS patients with concomi-
tant COVID-19 infection experience greater
rates of in-hospital bleeding, stroke, cardio-
genic shock, and mortality. Delayed medical
intervention appears to be a significant
mechanistic factor.

� Owing to the indirect effect of the COVID-19
pandemic on health care delivery, many pa-
tients with ACS have undergone alternative
revascularization strategies (eg, PCI rather
than CABG). Short-term outcomes are robust
but follow-up of such cohorts is necessary to
establish whether long-term clinical out-
comes are acceptable.

� The direct and indirect effects of the COVID-
19 pandemic on patients with ACS have yet
to be precisely defined. Future investigations
should aim to understand the complex inter-
play of SARS-CoV-2 infection and MI. Under-
standing and addressing the indirect impact
of COVID-19 on patients with established car-
diovascular disease is of critical importance to
optimize care and improve outcomes.
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